Christmas Survey 2016
Slightly decreased spending

Shopping Calendar

Economic situation and perception
of the future

Again this year, December will be the star month
with 61% of all purchases expected. 27% of
respondents plan to do their Christmas shopping
in the ﬁrst fortnight of the month. Only 18% will
do their shopping in November.

Only 45% of Belgian consumers consider that the
country’s economy is stable or growing, which is
below the European average (52%). The percentage
drops to 35% when asked about 2017.
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Budget distribution

A Belgian household will spend 591 euros on
average for Christmas in 2016, 6% less than the
previous year.

Gifts continue to make up the bulk of the
Christmas spending (226€ or 38%) followed by
food and leisure activities. Travel will go down by
18% to 146 euros compared to last year.
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Again this year, the most desired gift
will be money, followed by books
and gift vouchers. Restaurants as
well as travel complete the Top 5 of
the most desired gifts.

The consonance between the most
desired gifts and the most bought is
clear this year with books, gift
vouchers, money, cosmetics and
perfumes making up the Top 4.
Beauty Care will come in ﬁfth.

Money, video games and books
remain the top gifts for teenagers in
a year in which buying tablets and
smartphones isn’t a priority.
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Information sources

Where to buy

For the little ones, fun wins over
practicality with model construction
toys as the preferred
gift again this year for children
under 12 years.

Online shops are undoubtedly the
preferred option when looking for
information on gifts, closely followed
by search engines.

Belgians prefer to purchase their
gifts in specialty chains. Traditional
local shops come in second place.
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